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This is a guide to using the KEZI-TV/Chambers Communications Corp. broadcast logs and story
indexes to find and request footage.
The news station maintained these documents as internal guides to the stories and footage they
produced. The broadcast logs and story indexes are arranged in chronological order from 19791997. They have been scanned with optical character recognition (OCR) so that one can do a
keyword search.
There are three different formats in the documents. Below are brief descriptions of the
documents to aid with searching.
1979-1983





KEZI_1979_thru_1980_subject_index.pdf
KEZI_1981_subject_index.pdf
KEZI_1982_subject_index.pdf
KEZI_1983_subject_index.pdf

These four documents follow the same format. They consist of an alphabetical index to stories
that ran on the news during the years indicated in the file name. The index provides keywords to
describe the clip on the left and a broadcast date on the right (see below).
To request clips listed in any of these indexes, take note of the keyword description and the
day/month/year.

KEYWORD(S)

MONTH/DAY
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1983-1987






KEZI_1983_story_titles_by_date.pdf
KEZI_1984_story_titles_by_date.pdf
KEZI_1985_story_titles_by_date.pdf
KEZI_1986_story_titles_by_date.pdf
KEZI_1987_story_titles_by_date.pdf

These five documents follow the same format. They consist of a chronological listing of the clips
that ran on each day’s broadcast during the years indicated in the file name. The list provides
keywords to describe the clip on the left, followed by a column with the “tape ID number” where
the clip is stored, and a timecode where the clip can be found on the tape (see below).

KEYWORD(S)

TAPE ID#

TIMECODE

To request clips listed in any of these indexes, take note of the keyword description, the tape ID,
the timecode, and the day/month/year.
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1988-1997











KEZI_1988_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1989_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1990_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1991_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1992_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1993_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1994_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1995_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1996_broadcast_logs.pdf
KEZI_1997_broadcast_logs.pdf

These ten documents follow the same format. They consist of a chronological listing of the clips
that ran on each day’s broadcast during the years indicated in the file name. The date is in the
upper left-hand corner of each page. Each clip has an entry that includes keywords or a “SLUG”
to describe the clip, followed by the tape ID number (“TP #”) where the clip is stored, and a
timecode (“ADDR”) where the clip can be found on the tape (see below).

To request clips listed in any of these broadcast logs, take note of the SLUG, the tape ID number
(TP #), the timecode (ADDR), and the day/month/year that they were broadcast.

